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Abstract 
Time-resolved studies uncovered kinetics and mechanism of Mg–hydrogen 
interactions during High energy reactive ball milling in hydrogen (HRBM) in 
presence of various types of carbon, including graphite (G), activated carbon (AC), 
multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), expandable (EG) and thermally-expanded 
(TEG) graphite. Introduction of carbon significantly changes the hydrogenation 
behaviour, which becomes strongly dependent on the nature and amount of carbon 
additive. For the materials containing 1 wt.% AC or TEG, and 5 wt.% MWCNT, the 
hydrogenation becomes superior to that for the individual magnesium and finishes 
within 1 h. Analysis of the data indicates that carbon acts as a carrier of the 
‘‘activated’’ hydrogen by a mechanism of spill-over. For Mg–G the hydrogenation 
starts from an incubation period and proceeds slower. An increase in the content of 
EG and TEG above 1 wt.% results in the deterioration of the hydrogenation kinetics. 
The effect of carbon additives has roots in their destruction during the HRBM to 
form graphene layers encapsulating the MgH2 nanoparticles and preventing the 
grain growth. This results in an increase of absorption–desorption cycle stability 
and a decrease of the MgH2 crystallite size in the re-hydrogenated Mg–C hybrid 
materials (40–125 nm) as compared to Mg alone (180 nm). 
 
1.       Introduction 
Magnesium dihydride MgH2 is an attractive hydrogen storage material. It has a 
high reversible hydrogen storage capacity (7.6 wt.% H/rv110 kg H/m3); magnesium 
metal is inexpensive and abundant. At the same time, slow 
hydrogenation/dehydrogenation kinetics at temperatures below 350 °C and high 
stability (that corresponds to an equilibrium hydrogen pressure of 1.0 bar at T rv 
300 °C) are the major obstacles for hydrogen storage applications on the basis of 
MgH2. Numerous studies have been carried out in an effort to enhance Mg 
hydrogenation rate [1]. One of the most promising approaches was found to be 
mechanical milling (MM). 
 
MM yields nanostructured materials with improved hydrogenation–dehydrogenation 
kinetics because of the modification of composition and structure. In particular, it 
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allows to produce mechanical alloy Mg–25% Fe which cannot be obtained by 
conventional metallurgical routes [2]. During MM a combination of a repeated cold 
welding and fracturing of the particles will define the ultimate structure of the 
powder. The product of the milling often exhibits unusual physical and chemical 
properties, and enhanced reactivity, in particular, with respect to hydrogen. The 
enhancements are especially pronounced for Mg-based materials where 
nanostructuring and surface modification result in a dramatic improvement of the 
hydrogenation kinetics [3]. High energy reactive ball milling in hydrogen 
atmosphere (HRBM) of Mg with catalytic additives has been proven to be the most 
efficient way to further improve the re-hydrogenation process [4,5]. Some 
materials, for example, containing the additive of BCC-V alloy, were characterised 
by exceptional performances during their re-hydrogenation, which started even at 
room temperature and, at optimal conditions, was completed in less than 1 min 
[5]. 
 
Earlier, studies of carbon-containing Mg-based hydrogen storage hybrid materials 
attracted special attention. Imamura et al. [6] showed that MM of Mg and graphite 
with organic additives (e.g. benzene, cyclohexene and cyclohexane) resulted in 
improvement of the hydrogenation kinetics and decrease of dehydrogenation 
temperature. MM (4–40 h long) resulted in generation of dangling carbon bonds in 
graphite, promoting the formation of C–H bonds and thus forming new 
hydrogen-storing sites. HRBM of graphite was shown to result in the formation of 
the hydrogenated carbon (CHrv1; 7.4 wt.%  H)  where  H  atoms were both  
intercalated  into  the graphite interlayers, and, also formed covalent C–H bonds 
[7]. Similar results confirming chemisorption of H (4–6 wt.% H) in HRBM graphite 
were presented in [8]; the presence of iron nanoparticles introduced from milling 
tools resulted in an increase of the amount of the chemically bound hydrogen [9]. 
 
Huot et al. [10] has earlier demonstrated that graphite significantly accelerates 
reactive synthesis of MgH2 during an hour long ball milling in H2 (300 °C, 4.0 
bar) with the formed materials showing improved hydrogenation and 
dehydrogenation kinetics. The use of various carbon species (graphite, activated 
carbon, carbon black, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, nanodiamonds and other forms 
of nanoscale carbon) ball milled with Mg or MgH2 reduces hydrogen sorption 
temperature, improves kinetics and also prevents MgH2 particle growth during the 
hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycling [11–22]. The observed improvements are 
more pronounced in case of the reactive ball milling of Mg with carbon additives in 
hydrogen gas [17]. 
 
It was also shown that compacting of Mg-based hydrogen storage materials with 
expanded natural graphite  (ENG; P10 wt.%) results in a significant improvement of 
radial thermal conductivity of the obtained composites [23,24] that allowed for 
their industrial-scale usage in hydrogen storage systems characterized by fast 
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dynamics of hydrogen uptake and release [24]. At the same time, the information 
about influence of ENG and similar materials on hydrogenation and 
dehydrogenation performances of HRBM Mg is still missing. 
 
Despite intensive studies of MM and HRBM of Mg-based hydrogen storage 
materials, including carbon-containing ones, have been performed, information 
about hydrogenation behaviour of the material during HRBM is scarce. Usually, the 
evolution of phase–structural changes in the material during the milling is carried 
out by periodic sampling of the material from the milling vial followed by XRD and 
other analyses; less often, hydrogen absorption  during  HRBM  is  monitored 
directly   by   pressure   measurements   in   the   milling   vial [25,26]. Collecting 
such information for HRBM of Mg-based hydrogen storage materials with various 
carbon additives, together with the supplementary structural, morphological and 
dehydrogenation/re-hydrogenation data, would be of high value to improve 
understanding of the mechanism governing hydrogen sorption performances and, 
furthermore, would promote the development of highly-efficient light-weight 
hydrogen storage materials. Our earlier publications concerning studies of 
magnesium-based HRBM materials were mainly focused on the performance of the 
materials during their re-hydrogenation and phase–structural characterisation 
[5,27]. This paper will present in-depth data on the studies of hydrogen 
absorption– desorption behaviours of the synthesised by HRBM Mg–C hybrid 
materials containing various types of carbon, including graphite (G), activated 
carbon (AC), multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), expandable (EG) and 
thermally-expanded (TEG) graphite, P1 wt.%. These materials and their hydrides 
were prepared and studied using synchrotron and conventional X-ray diffraction 
(XRD), transmission (TEM) and scanning (SEM) electron microscopy, combined 
differential scanning calorimetry and thermogravimetric analysis (DSC/TGA), 
thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS), and by probing the kinetics of hydrogen 
absorption. Emphasis is on the in situ studies of the mechano-chemical 
hydrogenation of Mg in presence of various carbon additives (65 wt.%). The effects 
of HRBM on the hydrogenation rate, thermal decomposition and re-hydrogenation 
performances, phase composition and microstructural evolution of Mg was 
studied as related to the type of carbon additives. Influence of the pre-history of 
the sample, thermal and surface composition, on the dehydrogenation and re-
hydrogenation performances was also in the focus. 
 
2.       Experimental 
The materials used in the study included commercially available powders of magnesium 
(250. . .1200 lm, 99.8%), graphite (620 lm, 99+%), expandable graphite (500 lm, 99.9 + %), 
YP-50F activated carbon (3. . .20 lm), and multi-wall carbon nano-tubes (diameter (5.. 
.20)Æ10–3 lm, length 10 lm, 90+%). Thermally expanded graphite was prepared by heating 
the expandable graphite to 900 °C in an open tube furnace, for 1 h. MgH2 (Alfa Aesar, 
98%) was used as a reference material in studies of the dehydrogenation and re-
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hydrogenation performances. Further details on starting materials are given in 
Supplementary information. 
 
HRBM was performed in two types of planetary ball mills, Fritsch P6 and Retsch  PM100,  
under  hydrogen  pressure (P0 = 30 bar), at a rotation speed of 500 rpm. HRBM in Fritsch P6 
mill was carried out using 80 ml hardened steel vial at balls-to-powder weight ratio (BPR) 
of 40:1 and 80:1 (sample weight 3 and 1.5 g, respectively). To monitor the hydrogenation 
process, the milling was periodically paused (typically in 20–30 min intervals) and the 
vial, after cooling to room temperature, was connected to a  Sieverts-type  apparatus and 
the pressure drop was measured; the vial was then refilled with hydrogen (30 bar), and 
milling was continued. 
 
HRBM in Retsch PM100 mill was performed in a 220 ml hardened steel vial 
equipped with pressure–temperature monitoring system (Evico Magnetics GmbH) 
at BPR 40:1 ("'8.0 g sample). The hydrogen pressure in the vial was kept above 20 
bar by refilling the consumed hydrogen to P "' 30 bar. When the vial temperature 
approached 70 °C, the milling was stopped and resumed again after its cooling to 
room temperature. The amount of hydrogen absorbed in the sample during HRBM 
was evaluated accounting time dependences of actual pressure–temperature 
values and H2 compression factor. 
 
The collected datasets for hydrogen absorption during HRBM and re-hydrogenation 
(the procedure is described below) were used in analysis of the formal kinetics of 
the processes performed using a  modified   Avrami–Erofeev equation: 
 
 
 
where C, Cmax  are the actual and maximum H concentration, respectively; t is 
time; t0 is the incubation period; tR is characteristic hydrogenation time (reciprocal 
rate constant); and n is an exponential factor indirectly related to the reaction 
mechanism. 
 
XRD studies were performed using a standard diffractometer with Cu-Ka radiation. 
Precise phase–structural data were collected using synchrotron XRD performed at 
BM01A station at Swiss-Norwegian Beamline (ESRF, Grenoble). 
 
Morphological studies of the as-milled and re-hydrogenated materials included 
measurements of the particle size of the samples suspended in isopropanol, as well 
as high resolution SEM and TEM. 
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Further details on the samples preparation and their structural–morphological 
studies are presented in the Supplementary information, Section S1. 
 
Hydrogen desorption from the as-milled and re-hydrogenated samples was studied 
by DSC/TGA. The analyses were carried out using STA 6000 analyzer (Perkin 
Elmer), heating from 25 to 550 °C at the heating rate of 5 °C/min. The samples (m 
rv 50 mg) were placed, in an argon glove box, into standard alumina crucibles which 
were moved to the instrument in sealed containers followed by a quick 
installation into the sample holder. The measurements were performed under 
purified argon flow (100 mL/min). The heat effects of the decomposition of the 
studied samples were  calculated  by the integration of time dependences of the 
specific heat flow in the decomposition temperature intervals (calibration standards 
are specified in the Supplementary information). 
 
DSC data was also used for the estimation of apparent activation energy of 
dehydrogenation by application of the Kissinger method, (heating rates of 5, 10, 15 
and 20 °C/min), similar to the procedure used by Danaie et al. [28] in their study 
of nanocrystalline MgH2. 
 
Dehydrogenation and re-hydrogenation performances of the materials after HRBM 
were studied using a volumetric setup. 200 mg of the sample powder was loaded 
into the reactor which, together with the measurement system, was further 
evacuated to <10–4 mbar. TDS measurements were performed by heating the 
reactor at a constant heating rate (5 °C/min) from 25 to 400–470 °C leading to 
H2  desorption under dynamic vacuum conditions; the vacuum sensor was 
calibrated on the flow rate of H2 supplied into the measurement system. Further 
re-hydrogenation was carried out at rv15 bar H2 and 250 °C for rv4 h followed by 
cooling down to room temperature. Two TDS–re-hydrogenation cycles were 
performed for each sample; particular samples were studied several times, at 
various maximum heating temperatures in the course of TDS (further referred as 
‘‘maximum temperature’’, 400–470 °C). 
 
The experiments on cycle stability of HRBM Mg and Mg–5G during 
desorption/absorption were carried out at 350 °C; the kinetics was measured at 
hydrogen pressures of 10 bar (absorption) and 1 bar (desorption). 
 
The presented data on hydrogen storage capacity of the Mg–C hybrid materials 
[wt.% H] were estimated based on the total weight of the sample, including both 
magnesium and carbon. 
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3. Results and discussion 
3.1 HRBM behaviour 
Table 1 summarizes the results on hydrogenation behaviour of magnesium and 
magnesium–carbon materials during HRBM using Fritsch P6 and Retsch PM100 ball mills. 
 
Studies of hydrogenation performances of Mg and Mg–xC materials (C = G, MWCNT; x = 
2, 5 and 10 wt.%) during their preparation in Fritsch P6 at BPR = 80:1 and 40:1 (see 
Supplementary information; Fig. S1) showed that for pure Mg, a nearly complete 
MgMgH2 transformation took place within 6 h of milling. At BPR = 80:1, graphite 
additives lead to the noticeable increase of the MgMgH2 transformation rate. 
However, this effect gradually weakens following the increase of the quantity of graphite 
in the mixture. Moreover, graphite addition leads to the appearance of the incubation 
period, especially pronounced at the lower BPR. Duration of the incubation period 
increases with increase in the quantity of graphite. 
 
Taking into account a more profound difference in the hydrogenation behaviours for the 
various Mg–C materials synthesised at a lower BPR, further HRBM experiments using 
Retsch PM100 were carried out at BPR = 40:1. 
 
Typical hydrogenation performances of Mg and Mg–C materials during HRBM in Retsch 
PM100 are presented in Fig. 1A and B and in Supplementary information (Figs. S2 and 
S3). Slow, but noticeable hydrogenation of Mg starts immediately and reaches completion 
in rv6 h of HRBM; the experimentally measured maximum hydrogen absorption capacity 
is very close to the theoretical value for MgH2 (7.66%). The hydrogenation kinetics is 
described by typical S-shaped curves, with Avrami exponential factor n ≈ 4.Introduction of 
carbon significantly changes the hydrogenation behaviour during the HRBM; the changes 
are strongly dependent on both nature and amount of carbon additive (Table 1, Fig. 1). 
Addition of graphite results in the appearance of a well-defined incubation period (rv2 h) 
and does not significantly change the time required for the complete hydrogenation.  
However,  it  changes  the  reaction  mechanism  as reflected by the modification of the 
hydrogenation kinetics and a decrease of n to 2.. .1.5. Similar values of n close to 2 
were also observed for a number of other Mg–C materials (Table 1). 
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Though the fitted parameters in kinetic equation (1) do not allow reaching an 
unambiguous conclusion concerning the mechanism of the hydrogenation, the n 
value is considered as a footprint of the process [29]. When n P 3 (Mg, Mg–10G, 
Mg–1EG, Mg–1TEG), the rate-limiting step of the reaction can only be the phase 
transformation, with either 3D (n = 31,42) or 2D (n = 32) growth of MgH2 nuclei. 
The lower n values were observed for the other materials and indicate that the 
rate-limiting step changes to a phase transformation (n = 2  for the  2D1   and  1D2   
growth,  respectively)  or  to  H  diffusion(n = 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 for different 
nucleation mechanisms and growth dimensionalities). 
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The hydrogenation during the HRBM studied using Fritsch P6 and Retsch PM100 
showed a nice agreement between the two experimental sets, with just one 
exception for Mg– 5MWCNT. In the latter case, the incubation period of 
hydrogenation during the ball milling in Fritsch P6 was about seven times longer 
than one observed during milling in Retsch PM100, and had approximately the 
same value as the incubation period for Mg–5G (rv2 h) observed for both types of 
planetary mills. Since the only difference in the ball milling conditions was in the 
vial dimensions (d = 65 mm · h = 28 mm and d = 75 mm · h= 50 mm for Fritch and 
Retch, respectively), one may assume them to affect the milling process and to be 
responsible for the differences in behaviour noticed for Mg– MWCNT during the 
HRBM. It is reasonable to propose that the bigger vial diameter in case of Retsch 
ball mill results in higher (rv1.15·) linear speeds and centrifugal forces at the 
same rotation speed, and thus increases the mechanical energy supplied to the 
charge during the HRBM. 
 
The incubation period is much shorter or absent for other forms of carbon additives 
in the experiments performed using Retsch PM100 mill (Table 1). 
 
The material with 1 wt.% of MWCNT (Fig. 1A) absorbed hydrogen without an 
incubation period, but slower than pure Mg; thus, ball milling for 8 h was 
necessary for reach saturation of the  sample  with  hydrogen.  Further  increase of 
the MWCNT content resulted in a significant improvement of the hydrogenation 
kinetics, which  become  superior as compared to pure Mg; for Mg–5MWCNT the 
saturation was achieved in less than 1.5 h  of  the  HRBM (Fig. 1B). 
 
The addition of AC (P2 wt.%) also improves the hydrogenation kinetics, but to a 
lesser extent than that for the Mg– MWCNT materials (Fig. 1B). However, at the 
lowest content of the AC, 1 wt.% (Fig. 1A), a sharp increase in the hydrogenation rate 
is observed, similar to the hydrogenation performance of the Mg–5MWCNT. 
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Hydrogenation of the materials containing EG proceeds slower than that for the 
pure Mg; the hydrogenation rates slow down with the increase of EG content. As 
example, for the Mg–2EG sample less than 5 wt.% H is absorbed within a 6 h long 
HRBM. An increase in EG contents to 5 wt.% resulted in almost complete 
suppression of H absorption under the stated experimental conditions; the material 
Mg–5TEG exhibits a similar performance (Fig. 1B). At the same time, the 
material containing the lowest quantity of EG (1 wt.%) has relatively better 
hydrogenation performances, which are very close to that observed for Mg–1G. 
Replacement of the EG with TEG (1 wt.%) resulted in significant improvements of 
the hydrogenation performances (Fig. 1A). 
 
Observed results agree with the data of [18], where the best hydrogenation 
performance during the HRBM was observed for the materials containing 
amorphous carbon and highly-dispersed graphite. However, in our study the 
hydrogenation was much faster, within 1–5 h, due to use of higher milling energy, 
application of higher H2 pressures and adding smaller quantities of carbon 
additives. Similar origin has a discrepancy of our results with recently published 
data on HRBM of Mg with 10 wt.% graphite [26]. 
 
It should be noted that for some carbon-containing materials, measured hydrogen 
storage capacities exceeded the values corresponding to the formation of a 
stoichiometric magnesium dihydride MgH2. We believe this is caused by a 
combination of (a) hydrogen chemisorption by the milled nanocarbon; (b) hydrogen 
trapping in the lattice defects and on the grain boundaries of MgH2; (c) 
methanation process. A synergy of the mechanisms (a–c) probably contributes to 
the outcome of the overall process. Maximum excess capacity, 0.44 wt.% from the 
total capacity  of 8.1 wt.% H, which is observed for Mg–5G, shows that hydrogen–
carbon interactions are deeper than the earlier reported in [7–9] for the 
hydrogenated carbon containing 6–7.5 wt.% H. The difference is probably caused by 
the more energy intensive milling at higher pressures causing significant 
contribution  from the hydrogen trapping in the defects/at the grain boundaries. 
 
All Mg–C hybrid materials, independent of type and amount of carbon additive, 
were found to be extremely pyrophoric, especially after completed hydrogen 
desorption. 
 
3.2.     XRD 
XRD studies of the materials after HRBM (Table 2) confirmed a completeness of the 
hydrogenation of Mg to yield MgH2 for all studied samples, except for Mg–xEG (x 
P 2 wt.%). Detailed data are given in the Supplementary information, Section S3.  
Typical XRD pattern for as-milled Mg and Mg–C are presented in Fig. 2. The 
samples exhibit broad peaks corresponding to two main constituent phases, a rutile-
type a-MgH2 and a metastable orthorhombic c-MgH2 [32]. The experimentally 
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measured content of c-MgH2 varies from 4–6% to 18–24%; the upper value is 
close to the value observed in our earlier work (Denys et al. [27]) in the course of SR 
XRD study of HRBM Mg (28.5%). The amount of c-MgH2 formed in the Mg–C 
materials has a trend towards its lowering, especially, for C = EG and TEG; the 
latter samples also showed reduced micro-strains in the crystallites of a-MgH2. 
The crystallite size of both hydride phases was quite small, 7(1) nm in average. The 
minimum values, below 6 nm, were observed for Mg– 2AC and Mg–5MWCNT.  
The maximum crystallite size (9.5 nm, 36% higher than the average value) was 
observed for Mg–1TEG. 
 
The ball milled sample Mg–2EG (Table 2) contained the lowest amount of c-
MgH2. Its conversion to MgH2 gave the poorest yield, so a significant amount of 
unreacted Mg was observed. 
 
Comparison of the SR XRD pasterns of Mg–5MWCNT before the end of the 
incubation period (Fig. 2C) and after completion of HRBM (Fig. 2D) shows 
interesting changes. In the former case the pattern contain sharp peaks belonging 
to the major phase of the unreacted Mg and showing a pronounced  texture  along  
(100)  direction,  together  with  the peaks of the incipient a-MgH2  phase whose 
crystallite size was found to be about three times higher than that  for MgH2 after 
the HRBM. 
 
No contribution from crystalline carbon-based phases was observed in the XRD 
pattern that testifies about (a) disappearance of the crystalline graphite-like phases 
(C = G, EG, TEG), and (b) absence of the chemical interaction between Mg and C 
yielding magnesium carbide. Moreover, absence of dissolution of carbon in Mg and 
MgH2 during the HRBM can be confirmed by a very good agreement between the 
values of their unit cell parameters with the ones specific for HRBM Mg and 
reported in the reference data (see Table 2). 
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Most of the C-containing materials also show the presence of MgO presumably 
formed due to a slight oxidation of Mg/ MgH2 after the HRBM during storage and 
preparation of the samples for the XRD analysis. In addition, the SR XRD pattern 
also show the presence of trace amounts of a-Fe (<0.5 wt.% for BPR 40, and rv1 wt.% 
for BPR 80) contamination from the milling tools. 
 
Patterns of the re-hydrogenated samples (Fig. 3) exhibit sharp peaks 
corresponding to the well-crystallized a-MgH2 as a major phase constituent. The 
unit cell parameters of a-MgH2 (Table 2) are similar for all studied samples and 
well agree with the reference data. The pattern also indicates the presence of minor 
amounts of unhydrogenated Mg (1–8%). Re-hydrogenation resulted in a significant 
increase in the crystallite size of a-MgH2 due to its re-crystallisation in the course 
of the TDS–hydrogenation cycling. However, C-containing hybrid materials show 
much smaller crystallite size for MgH2, nearly four times lower than the value for 
the re-hydrogenated HRBM Mg (Table 2). This was evidenced by differences in the 
peak broadening of the XRD pattern (see inset in Fig. 3). 
 
http://repository.uwc.ac.za
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The observed for MgH2 crystallite sizes in the Mg–C materials (5–7 for as-milled and 
40–100 nm for the re-hydrogenated samples; see Table 2) well agree with the values 
reported by Fuster et al. [17] for Mg–G (5 nm for as-milled and 30–70 nm for the 
re-hydrogenated samples). 
http://repository.uwc.ac.za
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3.3.     Morphology 
The starting magnesium powder consists of particles of regular, close to spherical 
shape of several hundreds lm in size with smooth surfaces and a very few cracks 
(see Fig. 4A). 
 
Before the beginning of intense hydrogen absorption, the HRBM material consists 
of quite large (hundreds lm) plates formed by ‘‘forging’’ of the individual spherical 
particles of magnesium (Fig. 4B). This morphology is in agreement with the XRD 
data (Table 2) indicating a significant texture of Mg crystallites. The plates 
exhibited quite smooth and uniform surfaces, and the carbon material was not 
discernible in the micrograph indicating that it was homogeneously dispersed on 
the magnesium particles. Further milling (Fig. 4C and D) resulted in the formation 
of porous agglomerates of MgH2. 
 
Measurements of the mean particle sizes of HRBM samples showed that for pure 
magnesium it is equal to 1.8(1) lm. At the same time, the materials containing G 
and MWCNT showed a two-fold reduction in size, down to 0.84(9)–0.89(8) lm. 
 
According to the TEM studies, the as-prepared samples contain irregularly shaped 
grains of various sizes, with larger grains exhibiting a nanoscale twining. Mg and 
MWCNT were observed to be fully mixed with nanometre size particles of 
MWCNTs embedded into the MgH2 aggregates. Twining takes place in the ball-
milled MgH2 [33], and was also observed in the present study in the re-
hydrogenated samples (see Supplementary information, Fig. S6C and D). 
Importantly, the particle sizes of the re-hydrogenated samples are similar to the 
values for the as-milled materials; these are also in a good agreement with the value 
of 1.13(9) lm measured for the re-hydrogenated HRBM Mg and Mg–C. Fig. 5 shows 
HRTEM images of the re-hydrogenated HRBM Mg (A and B), and Mg–5AC (C and D). 
 
It is clear that carbon additives influence the final dimensions of the ball-milled 
materials, where smaller particle size is observed with introduction of the additive 
(compare images A and C taken at the same magnification). 
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Sintering of the re-hydrogenated MgH2 particles takes place for pure Mg (Fig. 5A 
and B) while in the carbon-containing materials a separation between the particles 
of the hydride (indicated by arrow in Fig. 5C) is clearly observed. The high 
magnification image (Fig. 5D) shows the presence of few areas belonging to the 
unhydrogenated magnesium (circled) embedded into the MgH2 matrix, in 
agreement well with the XRD results (Table 2). A direct location of the carbon-based 
species in the hybrid materials was not possible because of (a) deep 
transformations in carbon during the milling in hydrogen gas which decreased 
sizes of carbon particles; (b) small content of carbon in the materials; and (c) 
similar electron transparencies of magnesium and carbon. Thus, we cannot compare 
our data from the microstructural characterisation and related literature findings 
based on studies of carbon nanomaterials showing typical morphologies of MWCNT 
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[16]; or studies of the graphitic structure where a good agreement between 
observed interlayer distances and X-ray diffraction data for the d001 spacing takes 
place [17]. 
 
Further details on the morphological studies of the as milled and re-hydrogenated 
materials are presented in the Supplementary information, see Section S4. 
 
3.4.  De-hydrogenation and re-hydrogenation performances 
Fig. 6 presents typical DSC curves (T = 250–500 °C) for the selected samples. 
Detailed TGA/DSC data are summarised in Table 3; selected examples of the 
DSC/TGA and TDS traces are also presented in the Supplementary information 
(Section S5, Fig. S8). TDS and DSC behaviours were quite similar, with gas 
evolution peaks for the TDS shifted towards the higher temperatures. 
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An important feature was a very high sensitivity of the DSC and (for the as-milled 
samples) TDS traces on the pre-history of the samples. A one-month storage of the 
samples in a glove box, or several seconds air-exposure of the crucible with the 
studied sample during its installation in the sample holder, resulted in increase of 
the decomposition onset and peak temperatures, as well as led to the appearance 
of the several peaks in the decomposition traces (see corresponding plots in Fig. 6 
labelled as ‘‘air-exposed’’, dotted lines). This shows a high affinity of the HRBM 
Mg–C hybrid materials towards oxidation and is in line with their other observed 
features, including high pyrophoricity and easy oxidation leading to the observed by 
the XRD study formation of MgO. The re-hydrogenated samples were found to be 
more oxidation-sensitive as compared to the as-milled materials, as witnessed by 
the XRD studies. 
 
In contrast with commercial MgH2 whose decomposition starts at T = 390 °C with 
a very sharp peak at T = 404 °C followed by a gradual decrease of the 
decomposition rate, the ball milled materials (except of Mg–2EG) were 
characterised by similar de-hydrogenation performances; hydrogen evolution 
started at T = 290. . .320 °C; it got a peak at T = 340. . .380 °C and was completed at 
T = 415. . .450 °C. 
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Estimations of the activation energy of dehydrogenation were performed using the 
Kissinger method (see Supplementary information, Section S5, Fig. S9) and showed 
its lowering for the HRBM Mg and Mg–C hybrid materials, from 188(9) kJ/ mol H2 
for the commercial MgH2, to 95–140 (±3–15) kJ/mol H2 for the as-milled and 
re-hydrogenated samples. This is in line with the work by Danaie et al. [28]. At the 
same time, for the ‘‘air-exposed’’ samples the activation energy increases to 180–
220 kJ/mol H2. In addition, accuracy of the data fitting for the ‘‘air-exposed’’ 
samples became much lower; corresponding standard deviation increased to 30–
50 kJ/mol H2. However, for the materials containing MWCNT this trend was less 
pronounced, especially when the amount of the carbon additive increased to 5 wt.%. 
In addition, the Mg– xMWCNT composites showed noticeable weight increase (up 
to 0.6 wt.%) at T > 200 °C and argon flow of 20 mL/min in the course of TGA/DSC 
studies. This shows that MWCNT act as a getter of trace amounts of impurities (O2 
and H2O) which first interact with more reactive carbon atoms forming the end 
caps. This protects the surface of MgH2 from interactions with the impurities. 
 
Fig. 7 shows re-hydrogenation performances of the studied samples after in situ de-
hydrogenation in the course of the TDS studies. The HRBM magnesium and all Mg–
carbon hybrid materials exhibited high re-hydrogenation rates, which are superior 
to that for the de-hydrogenated commercial MgH2. The amount of hydrogen 
absorbed in 2.5 h (250 °C/15 bar H2) varies within 4–6 wt.% H (Table 4). 
 
Kinetics of the re-hydrogenation of the Mg–C hybrid materials was found to be very 
similar to those for the HRBM Mg indicating that the addition of carbon has minor 
(if any) catalytic effect. At the same time, maximum H capacity and the re-
hydrogenation rate were found to be quite sensitive to the maximum hydrogen 
desorption temperature applied prior to the re-hydrogenation. The deceleration of 
the re-hydrogenation takes place with increasing the interaction temperature and is 
associated with re-crystallisation of Mg resulting in the increase of the grain sizes 
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and corresponding increase of the length of hydrogen diffusion pathways. This 
effect was found to be much less pronounced for the Mg–C hybrid materials where, 
according to the XRD data (Table 2), the increase of MgH2 crystallite size for the 
re-hydrogenated samples was up to four times smaller than for HRBM Mg without 
carbon additives. The improvements take place even at low, 1 wt.%, amount of 
carbon additives, and are particularly pronounced in case of AC, EG and TEG. 
 
Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of carbon on the cycle stability of the HRBM Mg and 
Mg–C hybrid materials. A clear decrease of both hydrogenation rate and maximum 
hydrogen absorption capacity was observed for the HRBM Mg. At the same time, 
addition of carbon to the Mg–C hybrid materials improves their cycle stability. 
Indeed, the material containing 5 wt.% of graphite shows a stable reversible 
hydrogen capacity during ten H2 desorption–absorption cycles, and high rates he 
hydrogenation which increase during the first cycles. 
 
3.5.       Discussion 
Present study clearly demonstrates that HRBM of magnesium with carbon additives, 
even at their minor amount (rv1 wt.%) significantly improves hydrogenation–
dehydrogenation performance of the Mg–C hybrid materials as compared to 
magnesium alone. 
 
At the same time, the behaviour of the materials during HRBM strongly depends 
on the type and amount of the introduced carbon additive. It differently influences 
the hydrogenation rates during the HRBM (Table 1, Fig. 1), and the temperature 
variations during the milling. A gradual increase of the vial temperature is less 
pronounced for the materials containing TEG, EG and G, and has similar and 
higher rates for Mg alone and for the materials containing AC and MWCNT. It is 
known [30,31] that ball milling of graphite (both natural and expanded) results in a 
strong shear effect that results in the delamination process proceeding 
perpendicular to the c direction. It is natural to assume that at the beginning of the 
HRBM of the materials containing natural, expandable or expanded graphite, part 
of the mechanical energy is spent to destroy the original graphitic structure and to 
produce graphene nanosheets. 
 
SEM observations show that prior to the hydrogenation during HRBM, the soft 
Mg particles are subjected to severe plastic deformation (see Fig. 4A and B). It 
results in a heating of the material and, finally, the local temperature becomes 
high enough for the onset of the hydrogenation process. Because the hydrogenation 
of Mg is rate-limited by a sluggish H diffusion in the formed MgH2, the absorption 
process is quite slow and is controlled by the removal of MgH2 from the surface of 
the ‘‘forged’’ Mg particles during the ball milling leading to the formation of a ‘‘fresh’’ 
surface of the unreacted Mg. Graphite  as  a  ‘‘soft’’  carbon  material  (hardness  
0.5– 1 Mohs) has a ‘‘lubricating’’ and heat conducting effect thus contributing to (i) 
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improved heat dissipation and thus lowering of the heating rates and (ii) covering of 
the Mg particles with carbon layers limiting or preventing H2 supply to the surface of 
Mg. As a result, no hydrogenation is observed during the incubation period. In 
contrast, ‘‘harder’’ carbon additives, like AC (hardness P 3 Mohs), cause ‘‘scratching’’ 
and milling of Mg particles (hardness 2.5 Mohs) leading to their further 
disintegration during the HRBM that results in a significant shortening or 
disappearance of the incubation period. In the case of MWCNT known to be very 
hard in axial direction and quite soft in radial one, the ‘‘scratching’’ effect becomes 
pronounced when a sufficient amount of axially-oriented MWCNT will appear, i.e. 
when the total amount of MWCNT increases. 
 
At the same time, ball milling results in disintegration of the original structure of 
carbon additives to produce graphene type sheets containing sp2 hybridized carbon 
atoms. Indeed, carbon materials studied in present work are built of graphene 
sheets, which either are rolled into coaxial nanometre-size cylinders (MWCNT), or 
stacked on the top of each other yielding graphite (G), or graphite-like (TEG, EG) 
structures. Similarly, AC is formed by curved layers containing pentagons and other 
non-hexagonal rings in addition to hexagons [34], which can be considered as 
related to the deformed graphene layers. Graphene layers easily form during the 
mechanical delamination of graphite [35] and during destruction of the mostly 
resistant to the milling tubular structures of the MWCNT requiring 2 h of milling at 
370–510 rpm [36] to start their fracturing. Note than the latter conditions are quite 
close to the ones applied in our study, i.e. we operated near the MWCNT fracturing 
threshold. Thus, depending on the conditions of the experiment (frequency of 
rotation, milling time, geometry of the vial and content of MWCNT) we can end up 
in different stability areas for the MWCNT, where they either remain stable or 
undergo fracturing during the milling process). This can explain lower 
reproducibility of the HRBM data obtained using MWCNT, in particular, the 
differences in the hydrogenation incubation periods obtained using Fritsch P6 and 
Retsch PM100 ball mills. Delamination of expanded graphite containing graphene 
planes with increased by rv2% c-interlayer distances, is much easier. The processes 
of folding and generation of the defects contribute at higher content of EG (which, 
most probably, exfoliates during the ball milling) and TEG (where ball milling is 
known to result in folding of the crinkled graphite sheets and in generating in-plane 
defects [30]). 
 
Absence of crystalline carbon-containing phases in the as milled and 
rehydrogenated materials was confirmed by Synchrotron XRD studies. Thus, we 
assume that carbon is present either in amorphous form or, as the stacked 
graphene layers. The thickness of the latter layers is small, not exceeding ten 
atomic layers; resulting in absence of the X-ray diffraction pattern. Similar effect 
of the disappearance of (002) peak was observed in [7,8] during HRBM of the 
individual graphite. 
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Carbon is known to act as a lubricating agent during the ball milling of Mg or 
MgH2 thus reducing the agglomeration of the particles [14,22]. This result has 
been confirmed in our study according to which particle size for the as-milled Mg–
C materials was two times smaller than the one for HRBM Mg. Furthermore, 
according to the results of this work, carbon additives inhibit the re-crystallisation 
processes thus resulting in an increase in the cycle life of the Mg-based hydrogen 
storage materials. This effect, however, is less pronounced for the re-
hydrogenated samples containing small amounts (1 wt.%) of EG and TEG where 
the crystallite size was in the range 106–125 nm, against rv60 nm  for  Mg–
MWCNT,  40– 45 nm for Mg–AC, Mg–G and Mg–2EG, and rv180 nm for Mg 
without carbon additives. 
 
After the HRBM, all the Mg–C hybrid materials, where C = G, EG, TEG, MWCNT or 
AC, contain nanostructured magnesium/ magnesium hydride with crystallite sizes of 
7–10 nm and with hydride nanoparticles separated by graphene layers which play 
a double role in influencing hydrogen absorption and desorption; (a) they prevent 
growth of the Mg particles during the high temperature cycling, thus assisting in 
improving cycle resistance of the materials; (b) they provide an interface for the 
diffusion of the atomic hydrogen to reach Mg/MgH2. Thus, when the initial carbon 
structures disintegrate to produce graphene nanosheets, the Mg–C hybrid 
materials prepared by HRBM start to show a superior hydrogenation performance  
even at a minor carbon content of 1 wt.%.3 
 
An important feature of the formed during the milling graphene ‘‘blocks’’ is in the 
presence of a 2D electron system (formed by p electrons) in proximity to their 
‘‘surface’’ [37]. Presence of the 2D-distributed negative electron charges creates 
favourable conditions for the spill-over of monatomic hydrogen carrying an 
effective positive charge. Such observation has been earlier done during the studies 
of the hydrogen spill-over effect [38]. A possibility for the improvements of 
hydrogen sorption performances of the Mg–C materials via an H spill-over 
mechanism was also pointed out by Wu and Cheng [39]. 
 
Atomic hydrogen is formed by dissociation of hydrogen molecules taking place on 
the surface of iron nanoparticles produced during the ball milling. The formed 
hydrogen atoms are further transported via the spill-over mechanism. Thus, 
carbon plays a role of a carrier of the ‘‘activated’’ hydrogen species while for their 
formation a presence of a catalyst promoting H2 dissociation is necessary. The role 
of iron nanoparticles in the hydrogenation of carbon during the HRBM was 
discussed in [8]; it was also shown that Fe–C compound formed during the HRBM 
of carbon by steel milling tools enhances absorption of atomic hydrogen by carbon 
[9]. Similarly, the metallic catalysts promote recombination of H atoms during 
dehydrogenation: the improved rates of decomposition of MgH2 ball milled with 
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CNFs and MWCNTs with metallic impurities (Fe, Ni) were observed by Lillo-
Rodenas et al. [16]. 
 
Naturally, hybrid materials containing an H2 dissociation/recombination catalyst in 
contact with carbon may be characterised by superior 
hydrogenation/dehydrogenation kinetics. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 9, an 
addition of 5 wt.% of graphite to magnesium results in lowering of the TDS peak 
temperature by 17° only (as compared to the re-hydrogenated HRBM Mg),  while  
for  the Mg–5G  additionally containing 10 wt.% of the catalyst (for example, in a 
form of a BCC vanadium-based  hydride-forming  alloy)  the  peak  of  hydrogen 
desorption moves to the lower temperatures by 100°. Significant improvements of 
the hydrogenation kinetics during the HRBM were also observed: for example, near 
a complete hydrogenation of Mg–5EG (which does not absorb significant amounts of 
hydrogen; see Fig. 1B) in presence of the BCC V alloy was reached in just rv1.5 h. 
 
 
 
At the same time, graphene has a very high chemical affinity to oxygen, even when oxygen is 
bound into oxides, e.g. SiO2 [35] and H2O [40]. Thus, formation during the milling of the 
graphene-based layers makes the HRBM Mg–C hybrid materials very sensitive to the 
surface oxidation, which results in (i) their high pyrophoricity, (ii) formation of MgO, and 
(iii) significant variation of the hydrogen thermal desorption behaviour after exposure to the 
gases, containing even trace amounts of oxygen and water vapours. 
 
4.       Conclusions 
Time-resolved studies of the hydrogenation process have been performed thus 
allowing to uncover kinetics and mechanism of the Mg–hydrogen interactions in 
presence of various types of carbon during the High energy ball milling. HRBM of 
magnesium with minor amounts of additives (P1 wt%) of different carbon materials, 
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including graphite, activated carbon, multi-wall carbon nanotubes, expandable and 
thermally-expanded graphite, was studied in present work and related to the type 
and amount of carbon. Structure, morphology, hydrogen absorption and 
desorption performances of the obtained hybrid materials were characterised using 
a number of complementary techniques including XRD and synchrotron XRD, 
particle size measurements, high resolution SEM and TEM, TGA/DSC, TDS, and 
volumetric measurements of the re-hydrogenation kinetics. Hydrogen absorption 
data was processed using formal kinetic analysis and yielded kinetic parameters of 
the (re)hydrogenation processes. 
 
The HRBM of magnesium with carbon materials results in the formation of the Mg–
C hybrid materials exhibiting the following properties: 
 
 Complete hydrogenation of magnesium to yield MgH2 takes place and is 
accompanied by the formation of materials where carbon is uniformly distributed in 
between the nanoscale MgH2 particles. 
 Mg–C hybrid materials possess improved hydrogenation kinetics, as compared to 
a pure Mg. The additives of activated carbon and thermally-expanded graphite 
induce significant acceleration effect on the hydrogenation process already at their 
low content of 1 wt.%. For the anisotropically ‘‘hard’’ carbon materials like 
MWCNT, a larger amount of additive, 5 wt.%, is required to achieve the same 
increase in the hydrogenation rates. 
 Appearance of an incubation period of hydrogenation of magnesium with 
additive of graphite is observed, which is required to delaminate the graphene 
layers from the bulk graphite. Similarly, the incubation period also appears for the 
MWCNT to start their fracturing; the duration of the incubation period is quite 
sensitive to the ball milling conditions and can be controlled by the optimisation of 
the vial size and the rotation speed. 
 Reduction of MgH2 particle size in the as-milled Mg–C materials, and lowering 
of the crystallite size for the MgH2 formed in the re-hydrogenated samples, as 
compared to the HRBM Mg.  
 Improved hydrogen absorption–desorption cycle life and temperature stability of 
the  hybrid  materials  tolerating cycling at as high temperature as 460 °C. 
 
The destruction of the carbon species during the HRBM, to form stacked graphene 
layers, plays a vital role in causing favourable changes and in facilitating the 
hydrogenation kinetics because of the formation of hydrogen-transferring 
interfaces on the phase boundaries between the carbon and the formed MgH2. 
 
Analysis of the experimental data shows absence of the direct catalytic effect of 
carbon on hydrogenation–dehydrogenation of Mg and suggests that carbon plays a 
role of a carrier of the ‘‘activated’’ hydrogen by the spill-over mechanism. 
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Dehydrogenation performances of the magnesium–carbon hybrid materials were 
found to be very sensitive to the exposure to the gases containing even trace 
amounts of oxygen and water vapours. The ‘‘air-exposed’’ samples are characterised 
by higher dehydrogenation temperatures and appearance of a multipeak hydrogen 
desorption behaviour. The ‘‘air-exposure’’ effect becomes however less pronounced 
for the materials containing multi wall carbon nanotubes. 
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